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Abstract
Recently, educators are pushing for students, specifically graduates, to be digitally literate in
order to successfully read, write, contribute, and ultimately compete in the global market
place. Educational technology professionals, as a unique type of learning professional, need
to be not only digitally literate to lead and assist teachers and students toward this goal,
but also model the digital fluency expected of an educational technology leader. Part of this
digital fluency involves effectively managing one’s web presence. In this article, we
argue that educational technology professionals need to practice what they preach by
attending to their own web presence. We share strategies for crafting the components of a
vibrant and dynamic professional web presence, such as creating a personal website, engaging
in social networking, contributing and sharing resources/artifacts, and attending to search
engine optimization (SEO).
Keywords: web presence, social media presence, persona, branding, identity, social presence, self-promotion,
privacy, digital footprint, digital literacy, digital fluency, image, thought leadership

Introduction
“I recalled that someone worked on a similar project at McMillian Design Group. But
when I did a search online, I couldn’t find anything about it…not even a contact… Frustrating,
I was really hoping we could bring someone in to consult with us on this…”
The group was finalizing plans for their conference keynote speaker. “It would be great to
have a dynamic presenter speak on the topic of high impact educational practices.” “Yes,
that’s perfect! Let’s get online and see if we can find anyone with that expertise. It would be
great if we could preview sample slideshows, and maybe even an actual presentation on
YouTube!”
It’s a busy Friday afternoon. Five members of a search committee are crammed into a
room to screen 50 applications for an academic technology coordinator position. At first
glance, all of the applicants appear to be qualified for the position. But the members of the
search committee are really looking for someone who can support, lead, and inspire faculty
at their institution. As the search committee screens the details of each application, one
member turns to Google. She is interested to see what comes up from a quick search. Do
applicants have a professional website? Do they engage with other professionals on social
media?
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All of these scenarios are likely familiar. For us, the search committee vignette really resonated. Over the years we
have been on various search committees. Two things seemed to have happened with every search: dozens of
applicants met the minimum qualifications, but very few applicants excited the search committee. When deciding
whom to interview, members of the search committee often turned to Google. Our experience, though, is not unique.
Research shows that employers regularly use the Internet to screen applicants (Dawson, Maraist, Hamilton, & Bing,
2012; Reicher, 2013; Stoughton, Thompson, & Meade, 2013). But unlike in the past where employers might only
screen applicants to see if there is a reason not to hire someone, a growing number of employers screen applicants to
find a reason why they should hire someone. For instance, a growing number of employers are simply looking for
validation that an applicant is the professional that he or she claims to be (which Joyce, 2014a, refers to as “social
proof”); that is, these employers are looking to validate information found in an applicants cover letter and resume
(see Driscoll, 2013; Huhman, 2014; Joyce, 2014a, 2014b). In fact, a growing number of employers report that they
have found reasons to hire applicants as the result of an Internet search (see Careerbuilding.com, 2006, 2009, 2012,
2014). Thus, we believe that one of the worst things that can happen for an applicant fighting for an interview is for a
search committee to find nothing of substance about an applicant from an Internet search. Some people even believe
that an empty Internet search suggests that an applicant is out-of-date and/or lazy, has nothing to share, or worse, has
something to hide (Joyce, 2014a, 2014b; Mathews, 2014); this is especially true for applicants in technology-focused
disciplines (e.g., instructional design and technology, information technology, computer science, digital and graphic
design) whose web presence also serves as reflections of their technology skills and dispositions.
For these reasons, intentionally creating a well-crafted web presence, and corresponding digital footprint, is
important not only for recent graduates but for any professional in a community of practice that values technology
use and innovation (e.g., instructional design and technology, information technology, computer science, digital and
graphic design). In this article, we share our thoughts as to why educational technology professionals need to attend
to their web presence and suggest a variety of ways in which they can begin crafting their online presence and
intentionally shaping their digital footprints.
Background
Despite an ongoing tension over the years about the role of technology (see author), the field of Educational
Technology today is focused in large part on technology (e.g., digital learning, online learning, mobile learning,
social networking and media). Further, reflecting how integrated and indispensable the Internet and social
networks/media are in our lives as tools and spaces for information curation and communication (Fallows, 2005;
Yamamoto & Tanaka, 2011), members increasingly use technology to connect, collaborate, and grow in social
networks. Therefore, professionals in our field can no longer resist technology. Educational technology professionals
must have a web presence in order to actively participate in the social discourse; compete with colleagues for
positions and work; establish working and collaborative relationships with colleagues, clients, and stakeholders; and
stay current in an ever-changing discipline. Educational technology professionals do not need to possess highly
technical skills and abilities but they must be digitally-literate leaders who openly model their digital fluency and use
it as a platform for creative practice and innovation. Being digitally literate and a member of a professional
community of practice involves effectively managing one’s web presence (see Sheninger, 2014).
Digital Literacy
Literacy is more than simply being able to read and write (Colombi & Schleppegrell, 2002; Street, 1995). Literacy
today, as Koltay (2011) explained, involves “visual, electronic, and digital forms of expression and communication”
(p. 214); this digital literacy includes a robust knowledge of the affordances and limitations of digital tools and
strategies to address goals and needs in a variety of settings and contexts, plus the skill-set and disposition necessary
for critical thinking, social engagement, and innovation (Fraser, 2012). Digital literacy is much more than simply
knowing how to use a computer or send a text message; a digitally literate professional is able to “adapt to new and
emerging technologies quickly and pick up easily new semiotic language for communication as they arise” by
embracing “technical, cognitive and social- emotional perspectives of learning with digital technologies, both online
and offline” (Ng, 2012, 1066). Graduates are now expected to be digitally literate as they enter the workforce (Jones
& Flannigan, 2006; Weiner, 2011). As such, educators now have an added responsibility to help develop students’
digital literacy throughout their formal education (Van Ouytsel, J., Walrave, M., & Ponnet, K., 2014; see related
literature on digital citizenship such as ISTE, 2014; Hollandsworth, Dowdy, & Donovan, 2011; Ohler, 2011).
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Educational technology professionals, as a distinct type of educational professional, must not only be digitally literate
but also model their digital fluency, which in turn requires an advanced understanding of how people interact online,
as well as varying digital-literacy skills.
Digital Footprint and Identity
An important, foundational aspect of being digitally literate involves being aware of and managing one’s digital
footprint. A digital footprint, according to Hewson (2013), “outlines a person’s online activities, including their use
of social networking platforms” (p. 14). A digital footprint is therefore created whenever we use networked
technology. However, when left unattended, a digital footprint may fail to reflect what we want it to reflect about
ourselves professionally, emphasizing only our personal interactions and activities. For example, during a recent
faculty development workshop facilitated by the second author, a group of faculty were surprised that their personal
Facebook pages, Pinterest boards, and/or Flickr photo collections came up on an Internet search before any
professional content. If professional content did come up on the first page of their search, the associated pages were
ones over which they had little direct control (e.g., their university faculty pages and their “Rate My Professor”
entry). Each of these faculty had what is sometimes described as a digital shadow (Goodier & Czerniewicz, 2015) or
a passive digital footprint: a digital footprint “that grows with no deliberate intervention from an individual”
(Madden, Fox, Smith, & Vitak, 2007, p. 3).
Educational technology professionals—as professionals who focus on the interface of technology and learning and
often serve as digital leaders in their schools, colleges, and universities—must actively and intentionally shape their
digital footprints. Doing so involves deciding what one’s digital footprint should say and/or represent in the first
place. We all have multiple identities, at bare minimum a professional self and personal self. The key is to effectively
manage our identities while still being authentic (for a discussion on maintaining personal and professional identities
online see Henry, 2012). We posit that a professional web presence can and should emphasize one’s best qualities
(much like a résumé might) with accuracy and integrity, which in turn will actively shapes one’s digital footprint in a
positive light.
Building one’s web presence (sometimes also referred to as “brand” or online “reputation”) and actively monitoring
and intentional shaping one’s digital footprint is a popular topic these days (see Author, 2011; Croxall, 2014; Eyre,
Lindsay, Noble, Edwards, & Paddock, 2014; Goodier & Czerniewicz, 2014; Microsoft, n.d.). While very little formal
research has been conducted to date on the positive benefits of a well-crafted web presence, people from various
fields—such as Career Planning (Tucker, 2014), Librarianship (Von Drasek, 2011), the medical profession (Carroll
& Ramachandran, 2014; Greysen, Kind, & Chretien, 2010) to name a few— are talking about the importance of
professionals taking control over their digital footprints by actively managing their web presence and therefore
influencing the story that the Internet has to tell about them.
[Begin callout]
Take a moment to “google” yourself (using multiple web browsers in a private browsing
mode). While once critiqued as a vanity search or ego search, learning more about your
digital self is vital these days and a regular practice of the digitally literate (Hargittai & King,
2013; also see Pettiward & O’Reilly, n.d.) What does your digital footprint say about you?
[End callout]
Strategies for Creating an Intentional Web Presence
There is not one perfect way for creating a web presence for all educational technology professionals. There are
many stages of adoption and levels of participation in creating an intentional web presence, ranging for instance from
simply setting up a LinkedIn profile to actively blogging and engaging with others on popular social networks (see
Figure 1 for a visual illustration of what this continuum might look like). We will discuss some of these different
ways of establishing a web presence in more depth in the following paragraphs. The first step to creating an
intentional web presence, though, is to think about what information you feel comfortable publicly sharing,
especially in light of your intended professional audience(s). If you think about your web presence as an instructional
message about yourself with a designated audience or audiences (such as a teacher who may wish to consider
multiple audiences, e.g., students, parents/guardians of students, colleagues, and administration), then you may
consider what content about you is relevant to those audiences and to what level of detail and specificity you are
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comfortable with sharing that content via a highly public distribution network. This information will be different for
different professionals. The privacy of professionals as well as their employers must be taken into consideration;
there are far too many examples of bullying and incivility on popular social networks (see Kowalski, Giumetti,
Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014) as well as poor decisions made that resulted in someone loosing their job (Poppick,
2014). However, we believe that professionals should share aspects of their professional lives online with the larger
professional community when they are permitted to do so. In the end, educational technology professionals should
carefully and intentionally create their own web presence and its corresponding digital footprint, rather than leave it
up to search engines like Google.
Below we outline some common strategies to create an intentional web presence in order to participate in, contribute
to, and benefit from the larger professional community of practice. The strategies we cover include creating a
personal website, engaging in social networking, contributing and sharing resources/artifacts, and attending to search
engine optimization (SEO). These strategies are based on our previous work (Author, 2009, 2011) and experience
working with faculty and students to establish an intentional web presence, but are also supported by the work of
others (e.g., Bozarth, 2013, 2014; Goodier & Czerniewicz, 2014; Posner, Varner, & Croxall, 2011; Sheninger, 2014;
Weller, 2011).
1. Create a Personally Controlled Website
The first step in creating a web presence is establishing a base camp—a place that serves as a centralized hub of
operation for all digital and online activity (see Marshall, 2015; Sheninger, 2014). While many professionals might
have a personal webpage or even a multipage website on their employers servers, we recommend that educational
technology professionals set up personally controlled websites that are separate from employer-sponsored sites. A
personally controlled website is one that is under the full purview of the individual whose work the site or page is
showcasing; it is also a website that will persist overtime regardless of changes in employment, as well as help with
search engine optimization, which will be discussed later on in this article (see Corbyn, 2010 for an in-depth
discussion on the value of a having a personally controlled website). A growing number of easy-to-use tools are
available for creating professional-looking websites (e.g., Wix, Weebly, Google Sites, WordPress) for people without
web development expertise.
A personally controlled website is also different than an ePortfolio created during and as a culminating
comprehensive assessment in a postsecondary program. The ePortfolios created in university programs often include
formative assessments of students’ progress during their coursework and a summative assessment—in lieu of a
culminating, comprehensive exam—for evaluating the achievement of various performance standards (Author,
2011). While academic portfolios are often lauded as helpful in landing jobs after graduation, most academic
portfolios are poor examples of showcase portfolios, in part because they tend to be littered with many things that
employers are not interested in seeing, such as descriptions of coursework (see Bauer, 2009; Clark, 2011). Further, in
our experience, graduates often do not understand the relevance of maintaining a portfolio of select and recent
artifacts or of developing a web presence apart from an ePortfolio throughout their professional career.
Using a personally controlled website as a base camp for professional activity conducted online addresses several
important web-presence goals:

● When participating in professional learning and sharing using social media and networking tools,
it is helpful to have one central place to host and promote all professional activity.

● Having a base camp gives professionals a web presence that is under their control to ensure
consistency and reliably over time; the professionals determine how they are presented
professionally online, and when work and ideas are publicly shared.

● As professionals participate in social media and networking sites, they need a place to direct
people to find out more about them and their work, and to stay connected. A base camp can help
professionals accomplish this linkage.

● Having a base camp that allows professionals to post work and ideas (via blogging, for example)
increases their ability to create and share content with others.
Your base camp represents where you are today. It states who you are, where you come from, and what your
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strongest skill sets are. If you are a contractor, a personal website establishes your relevance to the niche you work in.
If you have a secure position, a personally controlled website can be an asset to establishing your status as a thought
leader and valuable team member within your organization. In either situation, this online transparency inherently
states that you have confidence in your own skill set, which in turn carries weight in many situations. We have found,
though, that viewing your base camp as a static website is unrealistic. You should plan to update the website once
every six months at minimum, whether you are in a secure job or not. Based on our experience working with others
to create web presence and reviewing personally controlled websites of other professionals, a personally controlled
website may include elements such as:
•

current personal statement

•

biography

•

resume or vita

•

philosophy on instructional design, technology integration, teaching, and/or research

•

curated resources and readings in support of professional learning and activities (knowledge
of current forward thinking/lifelong learning)

•

influences

•

projects, products, and other showcased professional activities

•

testimonials, awards, and other professional achievements

•

contact information, including social networks participation

Your personally controlled website is your business card, your résumé, and so much more. In this sense, we believe
that the look and feel of your personal website matters. You want to communicate to others that design and details
matter—competencies that appear in position descriptions and employment announcements for educational
technology professionals (Martin & Winzler, 2008; Ritzhaupt, Martin, & Daniels, 2010). Therefore, you should
purchase a personal domain name for your site and strive to avoid using common templates that are regularly used by
others online. In our experience, common templates fail to highlight one’s personality or creativity; they can also feel
dated over time and can undermine credibility as a digitally literate professional because they fail to illustrate design
expertise. Also, when selecting a template, it is important to consider mobile friendliness as many professionals use
their mobile devices to access online content. Here are a few examples of personally-controlled websites of
educational technology professionals that we have found that we believe are aesthetically pleasing while still meeting
web-presence goals:

•

Michael Edwards: http://www.pseudomichael.com

•

The eLearning Coach with Connie Malamed: http://theelearningcoach.com

•

Daniel Stanfordad: http://danielstanford.com/index.html

•

Jackie Van Nice: http://www.jackievannice.com

•

Chris Perez: http://chriswgperez.com

2. Engage in Social Networking
The interest in and proliferation of networked social tools, technologies, and environments—exemplified by
Facebook and Twitter—are affecting ways in which people use, create, and share information (Downes, 2007;
Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2013; Veletsianos, Kimmons, & French, 2013). Social networks and environments create a
space for people to pursue transformational social and educational relations, collaboration, content creation, and work
in general (Author, 2011). By leveraging networked social tools, technologies, and environments, educational
technology professionals may more robustly, creatively, and efficiently address educational needs, opportunities, and
problems of practice (Joosten, 2012). In addition, social networking has the potential to assist educational technology
professionals in their pursuit of professional-learning opportunities (author); given that learning happens in a social
context, the advent of social networking and media expands the social context for learning beyond formal classroom
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and training room settings (Brown, & Adler, 2008). In this way, the social context is no longer solely concentrated in
a centralized location, but globally distributed (Kop & Hill, 2008; Siemens, 2008; Tapscott, 2012). This expanding
social context is very beneficial to educational technology professionals because it allows them to tap into expertise
wherever it is and whenever it is needed or desired, creating a social network that is central to sustained, lifelong
learning (Couros, 2010).
Regardless of the platform or the app, educational technology professionals need to consider how they use social
networks to participate in, contribute to, and be inspired by the larger professional community. Professional
organizations in the educational technology field all have some type of presence in each of the main social
networking platforms, and may be a useful starting place for finding what Seth Godin termed as your tribe(s) (Godin,
2008). Through social networking, educational technology professionals are able to engage in relevant discussions of
problems of practice, share their expertise and current work with other practitioners, while at the same time learning
from others (Author). In our experience, social networking should be as much, if not even more, about networking as
it is about broadcasting your latest work. Furthermore, being on every social networking platform is not necessary.
We recommend that educational technology professionals start small and build their web presence. Part of
establishing and maintaining a web presence involves knowing when and how to use available social networks. The
following are three key social networks where educational technology professionals interact:

● Facebook: With over 800 million active users, Facebook in many ways is the social network.
While Facebook remains a primarily “personal” social network where people connect with friends
and family, educational technology professionals might interact with dozens of Facebook groups.
See Table 1 for examples of Educational Technology Facebook Groups. You can search Facebook
for other groups that might better align with your professional interests.

● LinkedIn: LinkedIn is often seen as a primarily professional space. Your LinkedIn site allows
you to share the details of your professional status without muddying up your base camp with such
details. While arguably the drier and most professional location of your online presence, many feel
more comfortable participating on this site. In addition, countless groups where educational
technology professionals interact are available. Table 1 includes three examples of LinkedIn
Groups. There are dozens of other groups to choose from. You can begin searching here:
https://www.linkedin.com/directory/groups/

●

Twitter: Although Twitter may be seen as restrictive, given its 140-character-per-post limitation,
Twitter offers educational technology professionals something Facebook and LinkedIn do not: an
ability to follow someone without that person following you back. Further, Twitter enables
professionals to carefully craft a diverse social network that might include professionals in related
fields but who would not show up as members of specific Facebook or LinkedIn groups. In
addition, Twitter’s hashtaging functionality, is often used to support backchannel conversations
between participants during conferences and other larger scale events, making it a valuable
communication and collaboration tool Table 1 includes a resource that lists over a 100 tweet
chats. You can discover additional one’s over time on Twitter.
[Begin callout]
Not sure where to begin on Twitter? Start by creating an account and following the tweets of
professionals with similar interests. You can begin searching at https://twitter.com/searchadvanced?lang=en. The following are some educational technology professionals who are
very active on Twitter:
--Patti Shank @pattishank
--Jane Bozarth @janebozarth
--Jesse Stommel @jessifer
--Audrey Watters
@audreywatters
--Vicki Davis @coolcatteacher
--George Siemens @gsiemens
--Bud Hunt @budtheteacher

--Mike Caulfield @holden
--George Velestianos @veletsianos
--Bonnie Stewart @bonstewart
--Martin Weller @mweller
--Michael Feldstein @mfeldstein67
--Steve Wheeler @timbuckteeth
--Alan Levine @cogdog
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Another strategy is to follow the tweets of your colleagues, notable scholars and authors who
have influenced your thinking and work, professional organizations of which you are a
member, and organizations who produce tools and technologies you use on a regular basis. In
this way, you will more quickly experience the value of Twitter in support of your
professional learning and work.
[End callout]
It is important to point out, though, that using social networking for professional purposes does not come naturally
for everyone. For instance, some teachers face tensions using social networking for professional purposes (Kimmons
& Veletsianos, in press, 2014) and others report the need for additional training and support (Joosten, Pasquini, &
Harness, 2013). With this in mind, some educational technology professionals strive to keep a clean separation
between their personal and professional identities. If you wish to establish separate personal and professional socialnetworking accounts, you can use pseudonyms or generic handles (e.g., EdTech-Bob) to keep them separate. The
disadvantage, though, of this approach is that it could diminish, if only a little, the web-presence goal of establishing
yourself—under your name—as an active educational technology professional and thought leader.
Table 1
Popular Social Networking Groups
Facebook Groups

LinkedIn Groups

● AECT Division of Distance

● eLearning Guild:

Learning:
https://www.facebook.co
m/groups/100744850679/
● Educational Technology:
https://www.facebook.co
m/pages/EducationalTechnology/20207728647
3233
● eLearning Feeds:
https://www.facebook.co
m/elearningfeeds

https://www.linkedin.com/gr
p/home?gid=102144&trk=m
y_groups-tile-flipgrp
● ISTE:
https://www.linkedin.com/gr
p/home?gid=2811&trk=my_
groups-tile-flipgrp
● Instructional Design Central:
https://www.linkedin.com/gr
p/home?gid=2672881&trk=
my_groups-tile-flipgrp

Twitter Users / Groups

● Calendar of over 100
education chats on Twitter:
https://sites.google.com/s
ite/twittereducationchats/
education-chat-calendar

Other notable online social networks include Academia (https://www.academia.edu) and Research Gate
(https://www.researchgate.net); two popular social networks where academics share research they have conducted
with the larger scholarly community. We posit that educational technology professionals, regardless of where they
work, are in the educational research business. While scholarship—in the form of original empirical research—
historically has been seen as strictly an academic pursuit of university professors and researchers, the increase in
educational technology conferences and journals suggests that more and more educational technology professionals
are conducting research of their own (see Author). Social networks like Academia and Research Gate help
educational technology professionals stay in touch with current research conducted by others as well as to share any
research that they might be conducting on their day-to-day practice.
Developing a web presence is not simply about having a website and only connecting with others online. Your web
presence should be strengthened by and extend and elaborate on your overall engagement with the larger professional
community of practice in face-to-face settings. Whenever possible, educational technology professionals should
network face-to-face with other professionals in the field at conferences and workshops and through local chapters of
national/international professional organizations. In other words, we have found that networking is not simply an
online or face-to-face activity but rather an activity that should take advantage of and leverage the affordances of
both types of networking because both enhance your professional presence.
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3. Contribute, Share, and Use Others Instructional Resources/Artifacts
Educational technology professionals are constantly creating instructional resources and artifacts—some highly
specific to a particular context, but others that are more generalizable and useful in a variety of contexts. And even
with the rise of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), open educational resources (OER) (e.g., MERLOT,
https://www.merlot.org and TeacherTube, http://www.teachertube.com), and the application of Creative Commons
licensing (https://www.creativecommons.org), we have still found that too many educational technology
professionals have not fully embraced the “culture of contribution” (Atkins, Brown, & Hammond, 2007, p. 3) and
are not sharing, promoting, or seeking feedback from others outside of their organization about the things they create
(see Bozarth, 2013, 2014). Barriers to embracing a culture of contribution include concerns about proprietary work;
intellectual property in a time of increased competition; merit evaluation processes that value copyrighted ideas in
top-tiered journals and patents over social openness, and the ease-of-application of distilled, decontextualized
learning objects (Atkins, Brown, & Hammond, 2007; Hodgkinson- Williams & Gray, 2009). However, given the
forward-thinking nature of the educational technology domain and those professionals working in that domain,
educational technology professionals should strive to share the results of their labor—the fine work they have
produced that others may benefit from as well (see Tapscott, 2012, for more on the value of sharing as a principle of
openness in an open world). Shared resources may include white papers, application recommendations, program
evaluations, reports of pilot studies, teaching and training materials, and creative works. These resources can be
shared online via social media sharing sites such as YouTube, TeacherTube, SlideShare, Flickr, and even Amazon
(e.g., through self-publishing as well as book and product reviews) Social media sharing sites offer an opportunity to
share your expertise with a wider audience. Alternatively, there are many non social-media sites that allow you to
open-access distribute your materials—such as Google Drive, Scribd, Box, Dropbox, and OneDrive—if conventional
social media sites do not support the format and/or size of certain materials. If you are employed in a situation in
which the work you produce is proprietary, then an appropriate solution may be to create an executive summary
describing the work and its value, with screen shots or an excerpt if allowable.
Sharing resources and artifacts is good practice for a few reasons. First, selected artifacts can serve as a showcase
portfolio that demonstrates your skills and abilities and areas of expertise. Second, sharing work online helps build
collaborations with others. Third, sharing work online helps you further establish your digital footprint and present a
clearer, more complete story about the work you do. Finally, via this type of sharing, you help to establish your
credibility as an educational technology professional—the multiple resources and artifacts available allow the
audience to triangulate cognitive authority, information quality, and overall relevance and value of your contributions
to the professional community of practice (Hilligoss & Rieh, 2007)—and may also enhance your employer’s
credibility by association (Metzger, 2007). The following social media sharing sites are popular, established, and fullfeatured, making them ideal for professional resource and artifact sharing:

● Merlot [http://www.merlot.org]: A place to share and find open educational resources.
● SlideShare [http://www.slideshare.com]: One of the largest sites to find and share presentations
and other professional content.

● Flickr [https://www.flickr.com]: A photo sharing and photo management site.
● Pinterest [https://www.pinterest.com]: A great place to share and discover creative ideas.
● YouTube [http://www.youtube.com]: The largest site to find, watch, and share videos.
● TeacherTube [http://www.teachertube.com]: An online community for sharing instructional
videos.
Content curation of others’ work is a key facet of professional web presence and can help you find your professional
community of practice. Through curating the work of others, not only do you develop relationships with others, but
you become a player in solving larger problems; you show that you are continuously learning and ever improving
your skills. This transparency will help others realize your worth. And, of course, having access to others’ fine
resources and artifacts can be helpful in your own work! Here are a few tools that you can use to start publicly
curating content:
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● Delicious [https://delicious.com]: A social bookmarking website to save, organize, and share web
links.

● Diigo [https://www.diigo.com]: A social bookmarking website that is evolving into a larger
knowledge management and curation website.

● Flipboard [https://flipboard.com/]: A content curation website.
● Paper.li [http://paper.li/]: A social, content-sharing and curation website.
● Pinterest [https://www.pinterest.com/]: A visual bookmarking tool.
● Scoop it [http://www.scoop.it]: A content curation website.
4. Attend to Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of improving the ability to locate and access work online from a
specific set of search terms. SEO is one final but necessary component to crafting your web presence and
intentionally shaping your digital footprint (Author). Educational technology professionals need to improve the
accessibility and reach of the work they share online by thinking about how people will find said work via an Internet
search, and then making modifications to how work is presented online to increase the likelihood of others finding it
online. This is an important aspect of web presence because—let’s face it— for individuals who rely on the Internet
for professional learning and networking, if search engines like Google cannot find your work then it is inaccessible
and does not fully contribute to the professional community of practice or enhance your web presence.
The most important rule of SEO is to create and share quality content. But another aspect of creating quality content
is creating content that others find valuable and want to read and use. Creating and sharing similar and consistent
content also helps boost your SEO. Thus, as an educational technology professional, you need to think about what
you want to share and what you want to be known for. Then, carefully consider where you share your content as well
as how you name and tag it. Some websites get more traffic than others, usually the more visitors the better when it
comes to SEO and web presence. For instance, commercial websites like Youtube (100+ million monthly visits) and
Slideshare (1.75 million monthly visits) get much more traffic than OER sites like MIT’s OpenCourseWare (200,000
monthly visits) and Merlot (17,000 monthly visits) (see Weller, 2011). Therefore, sharing your work on high
trafficked sites like these can help increase the SEO and overall visibility of your work, as can sharing the same work
on multiple websites (e.g., sharing the same slide deck on Slideshare, Academia.edu, and your personally controlled
website). Most social media and networking websites also give you some control over how you name, tag, and
describe your work. A quick Internet search for similar work from other professionals can help you get a better idea
of how best to name, describe, and tag your work.
Finally, we recommend that you spend some time tracking and analyzing the analytics on your personally controlled
website (e.g., with Google Analytics) as well as various social networking and social media websites you might
regularly use (e.g., Slideshare and Academia) to be better informed on which of your work is most valued by your
professional community of practice. You should also spend time tracking topics online (e.g., with Google Alerts or
Twitter #searches) that are important to your work so that you may continue to connect and collaborate with likeminded individuals.
[Begin callout]
Web Presence in Action
Patty’s Story
I understood the power of organic SEO and the importance of a well-designed website
when I began my graduate studies in educational technology. In the small business I
worked, I had revamped my employer’s website and presence in online directories. As I
built more and more websites, I realized that, regardless of the amount of traffic a
website has, ANY web presence would increase one’s google ranking and searchability.
Armed with this knowledge and experience, I created an online professional portfolio to
showcase some of the work I was doing in my graduate studies. At this point in my
studies, I had two websites (patriciastitson.com and modestmedia.com) that were
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establishing my digital footprint when I began learning more about social media in my
coursework. I setup a Twitter account ‘@imightwrite’, a YouTube and Vimeo account,
and, of course, Facebook and LinkedIn. The coursework gave me an opportunity to take
a hard look at my digital presence and relate it back to a personal learning network. As I
was not a teacher or educator, the idea of a traditional PLN was hard for me to put into
practice. This is why I developed a twist on the model, marrying the principals of PLN with
SEO to result in designing my social learning network. This is where content curation
became crucial as that is how I ‘engaged’ with my community. By utilizing Scoop.it to
post to both my blog and Twitter, I was able to quickly reach out and gain notice from
people as far away as Norway. This is important to me as it establishes me as a lifelong
learner and as a global citizen.
[End callout]
Conclusion
To be a successful, lifelong educational technology professional, you need to be digitally literate and model digital
fluency in your day-to-day professional activities, including effectively managing your web presence. The strategies
shared above will help you craft the components of a vibrant and dynamic professional web presence. However, we
want to stress that there is no one right way for educational technology professionals to establish and maintain a web
presence. As illustrated in Figure 1 and previously discussed, you can tend to your web presence in multiple ways.
Each professional needs to craft a web presence that is appropriate given the professional audience(s) she/he is trying
to attract and connect with, and feels comfortable, authentic, and sustainable over time. Intentionally building a web
presence takes time and effort; the key is doing it in a way that leads to positive results by taking control of the story
the web tells about you.
[ Beginner

●
●
●
●

Personal (static) web page
Posts Résumé / CV online
Shares selected professional artifacts online
Follows professionals in social networks

Advanced ]

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Figure 1. Continuum of Intentional Web Presence.

Multi-page (regularly updated) personal web
site
Custom domain name
Posts Résumé / CV online
Is active (professionally) on social networks
Shares selected professional artifacts online
Shares teaching / research resources online
Conducts research on professional practice
Contributes to public repositories (Wikipedia,
Amazon)
Presents at online & face-to-face conferences
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